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 : on the body]
A frog will leave its carcass on her stoop;
insides pinker than she ever expected insides to be. She opens
the screen door hourly, checks if it’s still there

until it’s not. Once, a blue egg rolls from the long slit 
of skin—but it’s not an egg, it’s gum & she knows nothing 
could grow that honey-ready. Mary Queen of Sunshine has now opened herself 

to as much chewing gum as she does songs—Mary Queen of Sunshine gave herself 
carte blanche to a variety of songs about Mary Queen of Sunshine, prefers ones 

with saxophone: 
knows she’s worth it, knows she deserves it: she’s this good—

 : on keeping face]
Mary begins halving women for money, sometimes ten at a time—does okay 
but there are worse things in the world—she is used 
to a butter knife which makes it slow going.

In interviews, Mary is taunted into the splitting box—responds 
she is unsure if her body is in its prime: 
sees its halves wander without 
a cock going in or coming out; could not tense around any 
butter knife. But we know she is lying: when she bows she is afraid 

we cannot see her neck bones scallop. Works harder, goes deeper. 
Mary finishes with scalp between her knees & fluorescent heat 
reiterating her waist. The lights shutter; the house comes
up; doors burst with matinee sun; we sponge out 
after the audience—: she is left 
to find which sections match which. 
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[Mary Queen of Sunshine



 : on // : off ]
Mary Queen of Sunshine knows if she is an svu episode this is how it plays out:
she will be found during a field trip coated with honey, crumpled into a plastic hive
before the theme song—: she will not be listed with the cast, she will not hear 
the opening saxophone, she will not get any honey 
out of her hair—her Olivia will have short hair (no highlights) 
& the beekeeper’s wife is innocent—but Mary Queen of Sunshine does not want to 
talk about bees: knows it’s not her place; knows how to deserve it:

 : on amassing space]
Mary, our queen, where have you been while we loaded 

words that needed to be heavier, like lover, like talk, like bees? 

Mary, Mary, why aren’t we watching you? Mary, we all know you’d be good 

at watching yourself. Here, Mary, we have 

fashioned you a hand mirror. Here, Mary, sunshine flows out  

liquored when you cross-leg & thigh the bathroom counter; when you use a hand

mirror; when you assemble the slit of the frog & how it pours itself out.


